Two narrow-band extended-cavity semiconductor lasers are locked onto sub-Doppler resonances of the 5 S 2 -5 P 1 transition at 777 nm in different isotopes of atomic oxygen. Mixing radiation from these lasers in a fast photodiode yields a direct measurement of the isotope shift.
Semiconductor diode lasers have already been proved to be suitable sources of radiation for applications in atomic and molecular physics.' Several methods have been developed to improve their spectral purity and tunability. In particular, the sensitivity of these lasers to optical feedback has been exploited advantageously to narrow their linewidth and to control the emission wavelength by using external optical cavities. 2 We have recently demonstrated the usefulness of this technique in a high-resolution study of the 5 S 2 - 5 Pl, 2 , 3 multiplet of atomic oxygen at 777 nm. 3 ' It is worth noting that, although spectral purity of the order of a few hundred kilohertz is easily achieved with this scheme, wavelength calibration with comparable accuracy is in contrast difficult. In this Letter we show how frequency-stabilized diode lasers can be combined in a heterodyne scheme to obtain precise measurements of atomic structures. We have chosen the 5 S 2 -5 P 1 oxygen transition at 777.6 nm. Two independent lasers were locked onto the sub-Doppler resonances of different isotopes and then mixed in a fast photodiode. The direct frequency measurement of the separations allows the elimination of various unwanted effects, such as amplitude changes, tuning nonlinearities, and improper calibration of reference interferometers, that arise in optical spectroscopy when long scans of the laser frequency are performed.
We used two Sharp LT024 AlGaAs/GaAs diode lasers emitting at 780 nm at room temperature.
The lasers were attached to small copper blocks in thermal contact with Peltier cells; by proper insulation, a temperature stability of >10 mK was achieved. Because the lasers are provided with a reduced reflection coating on the output facet, they can be used in an extended-cavity configuration:
the first-order diffracted beam from a 1200-line/mm ruled grating, mounted in the Littrow configuration, was fed back into the laser diode. This allowed us to select one of the modes of the laser cavity within a range of -10 nm, at a fixed temperature. Fine tuning to the transition of interest was then achieved by slightly changing the temperature and the injection current while monitoring the emission wavelength by means of a seven-digit wavelength meter (constructed by R. Drullinger, National
Institute of Standards and Technology, Boulder, Colorado). Continuous-frequency scans of as much as -10 GHz could be accomplished by synchronously sweeping the cavity length by means of a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) on the grating and by means of the injection current. Light from an intracavity beam splitter (R -30%) was used for the experiment. Atomic oxygen was produced in two independent Pyrex cells by means of rf discharges. 3 0 2 -Ar gas mixtures were introduced in each cell in a ratio of 1:10; the total pressure was reduced to 1 Torr to minimize the broadening of the lines. 4 The observed linewidth varied between 40 and 100 MHz, depending on the discharge conditions. To frequency lock each of the lasers onto Dopplerfree signals, a saturation spectroscopy scheme was used, 5 as shown in Fig. 1 . Each laser beam was split into two parts of different intensities and sent in opposite directions into the sample cell. The pump-beam power density in the discharge was -3 mW/mm 2 . The changes in the probe-beam intensity were detected with a good signal-to-noise ratio by using a photodiode. Derivative signals were obtained by applying a 780-Hz modulation to the PZT voltage and using phase-sensitive detection. Both first-and third-derivative signals could be detected easily. Typical signals, derived from an isotopically enriched sample, are shown in Fig. 2 . In the case of the first derivative [ Fig. 2(a) ], the sub-Doppler signal is superimposed onto a wide background slope. This affects the precision of locking the laser frequency onto the line centers because more than one component is present. Indeed the servo loop works at approximately zero voltage, and thus a systematic shift can occur. As evident in Fig. 2(b) , the background is strongly reduced for 3f detection, whereas the signal-to-noise ratio is still >10 for the weakest transition. The observed noise level is consistent with the laser power fluctuation (a few parts in 10-6/VH/).
The servo loop (bandwidth -10 Hz) consists of an integrator and a high-voltage amplifier as the PZT driver after the lock-in amplifier and ensures longterm stabilization of the laser. The isotope shifts were measured directly from the beat note of two lasers locked onto different isotope resonances and combined in a fast photodiode (300-ps rise time). A typical rf spectrum analyzer recording, corresponding to the average of 100 scans, exhibited a width of -10 MHz, mainly because of the presence of the FM modulation necessary for the derivative signal (the beat note of two free-running lasers is <1 MHz). This broadening effect was minimized by in-phase modulation. The center frequency was determined by considering the middle point between the frequencies corresponding to the half maximum on the two sides of the curve. Because absolute frequency measurements are not precise enough with our spectrum analyzer (Hewlett-Packard HP 8592A), we used a synthesizer (Hewlett-Packard HP 8341B) for calibration.
Measurements were repeated several times, which entailed relocking the lasers and changing discharge conditions in both cells at the same time, to avoid any systematic errors, as much as possible. The statistical error in the case of 3f locking was 150 kHz; however, we cannot ensure the absence of shifts that are due to the discharge far below the beat-frequency reproducibility. This was within 2 MHz in the case of if locking and within a few hundred kilohertz for 3f locking, limited in this case by the width and slight asymmetry in the beat signal. The If larger spread is evidence that the systematic offsets, caused by the background slope, are also poorly reproducible. The errors reported in Table 1 are our estimates of the accuracy. Previous' 1995 (20) 485 (10) aFor comparison, previous results from wavelength calibration are also reported. The numbers in parentheses are the estimated uncertainties of the measurements and refer to the leastsignificant digits. All values are in megahertz.
CCenter of gravity (vj,j' in the text).
dRef. 4. In Table 1 we report the data obtained for the 16 0 -j8 0 isotope shift and for the separation of the S2 (F = 9/2)-5 P 1 (F = 7/2) hyperfine-structure component of 170 from the `0 line. This hyperfine component is the only component with sufficient intensity and that is not a superposition of unresolved components corresponding to different F values in the upper level, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . On the other hand, a quantitative analysis of the isotope effect requires a determination of the center of gravity of the transition. If we consider the magnetic dipole as a predominant contribution to the hyperfine structure,' the frequencies for the different components of the transitions are
where A and A' are the magnetic hyperfine constants for the lower and upper states, respectively, and Vjj is the frequency difference between the centers of the considered levels. From Eq. (1) we obtain
It is therefore possible to infer the isotopic shift, (18,1 7 )AvJ= 2 ,J= 1 , by measuring the separation between the only two completely resolved components Ahfmax = V 9 / 2 ,7/ 2 -V1/ 2 ,3/ 2 and then combining the result with precise data obtained by the heterodyne measurement for the separation between the 5 S 2 , F = 9/2 -> F = 7/2 component and the '`0 line.
Since the F = 1/2 -> F = 3/2 transition is too weak to allow locking of the laser, we measured Ahfmax by recording the standard sub-Doppler saturation signal together with the fringes from a 1-m-long confocal Fabry-Perot resonator. An optical isolator was introduced after the laser to avoid feedback and allow a perfect alignment of the Fabry-Perot resonator. Its free spectral range was precisely measured by using two diode lasers, now locked to different longitudinal modes, and measuring their frequency separation in a fast photodiode. The free spectral range was determined to be 74.835 (2) MHz.
Measurement of Ahfmax was repeated more than 20 times; modification of the discharge conditions, in particular changes in gas pressure in the 0. Table 1 . The precise values now available could expedite the investigation of possible nuclear volume effects. 6 However, a quantitative and complete analysis will be possible only after a comparison with data on the corresponding triplet transition at 844.6 nm, which is also accessible to semiconductor diode lasers.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the possibility of accurate measurements of spectral structures by mixing radiation from extended-cavity diode lasers locked onto sub-Doppler signals. The simplicity of the method is based on the versatility and low cost of this type of laser, which makes the simultaneous operation of different sources rather simple. A significant improvement in the measurement of isotopic and hyperfine structures of oxygen has been achieved. The recent demonstration of frequency stabilization of 670-nm diode lasers and the use of faster detectors for heterodyne measurements 7 could extend the technique discussed here to new spectral regions and to wider frequency separations. 
